DAFFODIL GAMAYON
a Las Vegas based hip hop teacher and choreographer. Her body of
work spans over a decade. Not only as a dancer, but as an awardwinning choreographer. She is a studio director and choreographer at
Studio 702 Dance, while simultaneously contributing to work for various
high school dance teams, community dance crews, and Las Vegas
Events. Working with the dancers of tomorrow is a fervent passion of
hers that does not only end in the studio, but breaches out to the
various communities within Las Vegas. Ensuring that the dancers of
tomorrow have opportunities not only within the studio realm, but within
their own communities and in the entertainment industry. Her dedication
to her students and her artistry is immeasurable. The energy she brings
to her classroom makes learning dance fun, while continuously keeping
her students engaged. Allowing for an overall enriching and memorable
experience for all who cross her path.

SETH ROBINSON
Originally from Indiana is a graduate of Ball State University where he received
his Bachelor of Science degree in Dance. Since graduation Seth has been
directing and teaching at TRIBE Dance, a traveling dance intensive he founded
in 2011 for dancers looking for that extra push. In addition to TRIBE, Seth is also
co-director of BALLET MATTERS, a ballet-focused in-studio intensive designed
to facilitate maximum technical growth for dancers. These events travel to
dance studios across the country for a weekend of intense training in an
intimate setting with Seth & his diverse team of professional dance educators.
After graduation, Seth moved to Chicago where he danced with Elements
Contemporary Ballet, guested with Chicago Dance Crash, and trained
extensively at Visceral Dance Center.
In 2015, Seth was hired as Faculty member to tour nationally with REVEL Dance
Convention as well as The Streetz Dance Convention. Robinson is going into his
7th season with Streetz. Seth has had the opportunity to travel extensively
throughout the United States dancing, teaching, and setting choreography for
many pre-professional and competitive companies.
In 2019, Seth and his husband Jeff Wolfe opened THE HIVE, a Chicago based
creative dance hub that offers drop-in based training for adults and youth. With
over a decade of experience with traveling and choreographing for studios
around the US, Seth started his own elite competitive team, THE COLONY.
Pouring his passion for artistry and excellence through his experience and
knowledge into young aspiring professionals is something that brings Seth
great joy.
Most recently, Seth was featured as a dancer on Netflix’s ‘Soundtrack’ (Episode
8, Season1- Choreographer:James Aslop) and performed for Kanye West during
his Chicago Listening Party for DONDA at Soldier Field Stadium.
Seth is best known for his electrifying energy and caring personality.

AGE
6-8
9-12
13+

TIME

STYLE

TEACHER

TUESDAY, JUNE 14 - GREEN BAY
12:00-1:00pm
2:00-3:30pm
3:30-5:00pm

Hip Foundation/Progression
Jazz Funk
Jazz Funk

Daffi
Daffi
Daffi

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15 - FOX VALLEY
6-8
6-8
9-12
9-12
13+
13+

12:00-1:00pm
1:00-2:00pm
2:00-3:30pm
3:30-5:00pm
2:00-3:30pm
3:30-5:00pm

Grooves/Free Style/Battle
Contemporary
Jazz/Contemporary
Latin Fusion
Latin Fusion
Jazz/Contemporary

Daffi
Seth
Seth
Daffi
Daffi
Seth

THURSDAY, JUNE 16 - GREEN BAY
6-8
6-8
9-12
9-12
13+
13+

12:00-1:00pm
1:00-2:00pm
2:00-3:30pm
3:30-5:00pm
2:00-3:30pm
3:30-5:00pm

Contemporary/Jazz
Across the Floor/Combo
Hip Hop
Progressions/Contemporary
Contemporary
Hip Hop

Seth
Daffi
Daffi
Seth
Seth
Daffi

$20 FOR 1 HOUR CLASS $25 1.5 HOUR CLASS
REGISTER ONLINE CLICK HERE!
GREEN BAY
FOX VALLEY
2250 HOLMGREN WAY
1210 N MAYFLOWER DR
920-499-6560
920-882-0800
BARBSDANCE.COM

